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Minimize Costs, Maximize Productivity andMaintain a Competitive
Edge in Today’s Marketplace 
A highly flexible, adaptable barcode data collection solution for manufacturers and 

the only solution optimized for SageManufacturing/JobOps. 

JOScan tracks and automates critical transactions in real-time within Sage

Manufacturing/JobOps. Your manufacturing team can easily track Labor, Parts Usage,

Status Updates and Time Cards.

No other function within your organization is as labor intensive as tracking the parts and labor associated with your

jobs. Every point in the process where you rely on employees to write down or enter information manually is an

opportunity for error. Re-entering data from time cards or job tickets is costly and wasteful. JOScan eliminates

manual data entry tasks delivering immediate access to accurate, up-to-date information. Easy and intuitive to use,

so your payback begins immediately, not after a lengthy training and implementation period. JOScan delivers just

what you need, when and where you need it.

Ability to sync right into Sage 100Cmanufacturing/JobOps up to the minute

In "direct-connect mode," all devices communicate with each other in real-time with Dashboards

In "sync mode," remote scanning and collections are transmitted via Cellular or WiFi back to Corporate

FAST AND ACCURATE

COST EFFECTIVE 
Allows Field Service or Remote Installation teams to track inventory used, time spent on jobs and related field expenses to

send back to the Work Ticket

Eliminates the need for duplicate data entry

LIVE SHOP FLOOR MONITORING 
Customizable screen refreshes automatically 

DisplaysWork Ticket transactions as they occur real-time in Admin Review or Shop Floor Monitor 

See who is working and what they are working on

QCModule captures all shop floor information and links directly to a WOTicket, Part, or Employee

Administrative console provides complete control from single screen to any directly connected device

HIGHLY FLEXIBLE 
Communicate via HTTPwhen out of the range of your network

Supports lot and serialized items

Runs on ruggedized handhelds, tablets, thin clients, touch screens, or existing workstations

JOScan Benefits

For more information contact: 
Vrakas/Blum Computer Consulting, Inc. 
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Since 1989, Scanco has been a leading provider of supply chain automation software and services.  Since our inception, we have focused on innovative

warehouse management solutions with a unique technology-driven approach.  Our solutions deliver unequaled efficiency and visibility for distribution and 

manufacturing companies around the globe. 

From basic barcoding to the most complex distribution and manufacturing operations- Scanco software is positioned to growwith our customers ever

changing business needs. We are focused on providing top-tier, fully integrated automation solutions built specifically for your ERP solution.  Today, 

thousands of world-class distribution and manufacturing companies have automated their facilities with cutting-edge Scanco technology. 

To learn more about our Sage solutions or to schedule a live product demonstration contact us at sales@scanco.com

About Scanco

Time Card Tracking

The JOScanWork Ticket Labor Trackingmodule puts the functionality of JobOps Time

Tracker Time Entry anywhere you need it. Easily track the time spent on each stage of a 

job by scanning the employee number at each step. JOScan allows you to track labor 

against jobs; it allows you to track non-productive time and other costs including 

machine downtime, breaks, re-tooling, setup, and training.

Labor Tracking

JOScan Parts Usage Tracking delivers the functionality of JobOps Time Tracker Parts 

Usage anywhere your need it. Track all parts used at each stage for a work ticket. Issue 

material to jobs, back into inventory from the job, use material not on the Work Ticket, or

use other items. Just scan the job and the part and collect the warehouse, the quantity, 

and lot or serial numbers, or if it is chargeable.

Parts Usage

JOScan Status Change component enables your team to update the status of steps 

throughout the manufacturing process. Change the status without creating a labor 

transaction. 

Status Updates

JOScan for Time Card Tracking allows you to collect payroll punch times and send that

data to the JOScan database. Collect and export data for use in Sage 100 ERP or to send

to your payroll service provider.


